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M43: Safety, Security and Resilience 
 
 
Yes – policies D10 and D11 do refer to strategic planning matters. It is essential this is recognised at a 
strategic level that fire safety and security measures can be reconciled to produce a building that is 
safe from both perspectives, with no conflict between the measures required to achieve this. In the 
past, a perceived conflict between these two topics has allowed developers to neglect one in order 
to satisfy the other – often for cost saving reasons. The two topics need to be addressed strategically 
as should problems arise with either, the long term sustainability of a development - whether 
residential, commercial or mixed use - can be imperilled either through loss of life or irreparable 
damage by fire, or by crime and fear of crime making the area undesirable, dangerous and a place to 
avoid.  
 
Recent government advice deriving from an Independent Expert Advisory Panel also emphasises an 
overarching strategic approach between the two topics: Advice Note 16 (31st July 2018) of the 
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government refers to fire rated doors in existing 
buildings and adds an important caveat - doorsets must not only meet the standards of approved 
document B for fire and smoke resistance, but also the relevant standards within approved 
documents E (Ventilation), L (Conservation of fuel and power), M (Accessibility) and Q (Security). 
This requires parity between each individual document subject area and reinforces the existing 
equality of each approved document, with none taking precedence over any other. This appears to 
be a clear policy guide from central government with strategic implications that should be 
considered when setting regional and local plans.  
 
Well before the Grenfell tower tragedy, the national Police Crime Prevention Initiative (Secured by 
Design) worked with manufacturers and fabricators for several years to ensure doorsets with Police 
Preferred Specification for security can also demonstrate fire and smoke resistance certification, as 
well as accessibility and thermal efficiency. This has aimed to implement a strategic approach at a 
practical level, to the benefit of all future residents of not only multiple occupancy developments but 
also of mixed use developments where commercial and residential aspects are present. For many 
years, Metropolitan Police Designing Out Crime Officers have taken account also of fire egress 
strategies when advising architects and developers on Secured by Design principles and standards in 
both residential and commercial developments.     
 
The Metropolitan Police and London Fire Brigade have also worked jointly on reconciling fire and 
security measures recently in terms of access control on high rise developments, with the aim of 
ensuring emergency service access is still available whilst limiting general access to reduce the 
opportunity for crime and anti-social behaviour. This has also been agreed at a strategic level to 
ensure the approach is delivered throughout Greater London.  
 
Whilst we agree with much of the wording of both policies, the need for a sound, effective strategic 
approach that combines fire and security considerations and joint working between emergency 
services is essential within the draft London Plan - together with the need to follow the current 
approved document approach of all topics being on an equal footing – as reinforced by Advice Note 
16. We would therefore ask that section 3.11.5A should be amended to reflect that “security and fire 



safety measures can be reconciled successfully by early consultation with Metropolitan Police 
Designing Out Crime Officers and the London Fire Brigade”.  Such an amendment would therefore be 
consistent with national policy as outlined in the approved document series and recent Advice Note 
16. This in turn would follow sections 58 and 69 of the NPPF 2012 – the creation of safe and healthy 
communities.  
 
         


